We have parallelized our general game player Ary on a cluster of computers. We propose multiple parallelization algorithms. For the sake of simplicity all our algorithms have processes that run independently and that join their results at the end of the thinking time in order to choose a move. Parallelization works very well for checkers, quite well for other two player sequential move games and not at all for a few other games.
4 describes various parallel Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithms. Section 5 details experimental results. Section 6 concludes.
Monte-Carlo Tree Search
Monte-Carlo tree search algorithms play random games (i.e. playouts) so as to select moves that are good on average. The most popular Monte-Carlo tree search algorithm is UCT [13] . It consists in building a move tree that is used to choose the first moves of playouts. The move tree is constructed incrementally, with a new node added for each random game. On the next exploration, a path is chosen in the already built move tree by choosing the branch whose estimated gain is maximum. This gain is estimated by the mean of the previous playouts plus confidence in the estimation. The confidence is calculated by a function of the number of explorations of the node t and of the number of exploration of the branch s as log(t)/s. When arriving at a leaf node of the move tree, if it is not a terminal situation, a new node is added to the tree and a Monte-Carlo simulation is started to obtain an evaluation of this node and update the evaluation of its parent nodes.
UCT and its refinements are applied with success to Monte-Carlo Go [7, 11] and to many other games [1, 4, 9] .
When there are some unexplored moves, UCT will choose to explore them. When all the branches from a node have been explored, UCT will tend to re-explore the most promising ones: this tendency is controlled by a constant C, that is used to multiply the confidence upper bound log(t)/s. The higher the constant C, the more UCT will explore unpromising nodes. At the limit, when the whole game tree has been explored, UCT is favoring the better branches and will converge to the same choice as a Minimax exploration.
General Game Playing

Previous Work
Lot of previous work on computers and games was to design algorithms tailored to a specific game. However a possible criticism of these works is that a specialized program lacks of general intelligence. Hence the field of General Game Playing has emerged with the goal of having computer programs play a large variety of games. Early work on General Game Playing can be traced back to Jacques Pitrat [16] . It was followed by the work of Barney Pell [15] . The General Game Playing community has been growing since the establishment of an annual competition since 2005 and the standardization of the Game Description Language [14] .
Communication Between the Game Master and the Players
The communication between the Game Server and the players in the GGP competition takes the form of a client-servers interaction, with the players acting as servers and the Game Master acting as a client. Every interaction starts with a new network connection established at the request of the Game Master with a player, through which it sends a request or notification: description of the game, timing constraints and role of the player, notification of the moves played by all players in the preceding step, notification of the end of the game. The message contents is prepended with a header.
The players have to answer on the same network connection in a delay specified by the initial message.
Ary
In this subsection we present Ary, the program used for the experiments.
Ary is written in C. It uses Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) and a Prolog interpreter as an inference engine. Ary won the 2009 GGP competition.
Its architecture is somewhat similar to the one of CadiaPlayer [1, 9] since it also uses UCT and Prolog. It is different from the winners of the 2005 and 2006 competitions, ClunePlayer and FluxPlayer [6, 17] that used evaluation functions.
Parallel Monte-Carlo Tree Search
Cazenave and Jouandeau have proposed three algorithms to parallelize UCT [2] . The most simple one is the single run algorithm renamed as the root parallel algorithm in [5] . Other algorithms that share the UCT tree and that perform Fig. 1 The interactions between the Game Master the multiplexer and the subplayers playouts in parallel have been proposed either on a cluster [3, 10, 12] or on a multithreaded computer [8] .
In this paper we focus on the most simple of these algorithms, namely the root parallel algorithm. The principle of the root parallel algorithm is to perform independent MonteCarlo tree searches in parallel on different CPU. When the thinking time is elapsed the results of the different searches are joined in order to choose the move.
For each move at the root of a UCT tree, we have a mean and a number of playouts. Each CPU has its own UCT tree. Let μ i,m be the mean of move m on CPU number i, and p i,m be the number of playouts associated to move m on CPU number i.
The evaluation of a move using the root parallel algorithm and n CPUs is:
The root parallel algorithm plays the move with the greatest evaluation m .
Structure of the Root Parallelization
In this section we present the structure of the program when doing root parallelization.
The player is built with two components: subplayers that actually perform the search and a multiplexer that ensures coordination between the subplayers, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The multiplexer is the contact point for the game master. When it receives a message from the game master, it dispatches it to every subplayer. The message transmitted to the subplayers is an exact copy of the one received from the game master, except that the initial clock and play clock can be decreased to account for networks delays introduced by the multiplexer.
Subplayers are not aware of the presence of the multiplexer and respond to its request as they would do to a request from the Game Master. We only modified the player to let it add an evaluation of the moves it explored in new fields of the header of its answer. The current Dresden Game Master accepts these supplementary headers fields without errors, so a single subplayer can be used to interact directly with the Game Master, bypassing the multiplexer.
After all the players responded or the thinking time is nearly exhausted, the multiplexer combines the evaluation of moves received from the subplayers, selects accordingly one of these moves and transmit it to the Game Master.
The principal advantage of this scheme is its simplicity: subplayers are nearly exact copies of the usual player; the interaction between the processus takes place through standard network connections, not requiring a middleware; the only place where races are possible is in the multiplexer between the threads used to communicate with each subplayers. Its principal disadvantage is that during the search phase of one step, the search in one subplayer has no influence on the other subplayers.
Different Ways to Combine Sub-players Evaluations
There are different ways to enrich the explorations of the moves in one subplayer with the information acquired in the other subplayers [2, 10] . Given the model of interactions between the subplayers and the multiplexer, we can only use the combination in the multiplexer of the evaluation of moves in the subplayers. We explored four different combination strategies: Best, Sum, Sum10 and Raw.
As a player does, a subplayer selects a move and transmits it in his answer to the Multiplexer or the Game Master. Moreover, it adds in the header its evaluation of this selected move. In one-player games, this evaluation is the best reward obtained in a playout starting with this move; in multiplayer games, this evaluation is the mean of the rewards obtained in playout starting with this move, i.e. the left part of the UCT formula used to select a node to explore, excluding the confidence part. In multiplayer games, the subplayer transmit also this evaluation and the number of explorations for all the moves available to the player.
The Best strategy consists simply in selecting in the multiplexer the move with the best evaluation found by one subplayer. In MCTS explorations for one player games, each subplayer stores the playout with the best result, and uses it through steps to ensure that the reward obtained can only grow. This strategy works well for one player games, as it is the only one that ensures the preservation of the best path found, and we tried to observe how it performs in multiplayer games.
The Sum strategy uses the evaluation of all the explored moves transmitted by the subplayers: for all the subplayers s, the evaluation e s and the number of playouts p s are used to compute a new evaluation with e s × p s / p s . Sum combines the top of the UCT trees built into the subplayers.
The Sum10 strategy is the same as the Sum strategy, but uses only the ten best evaluated moves of each subplayer. For the games like Connect Four where a player has less than ten moves available, it amounts to the same strategy as Sum In games with more than ten moves, we expect that the refutation of the false good move discovered in one subplayer has no effect on the evaluation of this move, as this move will not appear in the best ten of the subplayer that has discovered the refutation.
On the contrary, the Raw strategy combines the evaluations of the subplayers without considering the number of explorations in the subplayers, simply as e s /n where n is the number of subplayers having evaluated this move. Once a refutation of a false good move is found, UCT will tend to avoid exploration of the subtree starting with this false good move, while it will tend to explore it in the subplayers that have not found the refutation: ponderating the evaluation of a subplayer by its number of explorations could lead to a bias favorizing the false good move in the Sum strategy. Ignoring the number of explorations, as done in Raw, appears as a simple way to avoid this bias.
Experimental Results
In this section we have run the parallel algorithms on various games and with 1 to 16 subplayers. Each parallel algorithm played between 91 and 230 games against the sequential algorithm which used the same time (10 seconds per move).
The results for Best are given in Table 1 . We can observe moderate improvements for games such as breakthrough, checkers and othello. The improvements are either small or inexistent for the other games. Blocker and skirmish are simultaneous moves games.
The results for Sum are given in Table 2 . The results are better than with the Best algorithm for sequential moves games. For the two simultaneous moves games the parallelization does not work. The results are especially good at checkers, othello and pentago. However at breakthrough it appears useless to have more than two subplayers. A reason why parallelization does not work well at breakthrough is that the game is not well suited for Monte-Carlo Tree Search and UCT: UCT frequently does not find the refutation of moves that appear good but are not. Table 3 gives the results for the Sum10 algorithm. The results are slightly better but the small margin is not significant enough to draw a firm conclusion. Table 4 gives the results for the same games and the same algorithm but this time as the first player in all the games. Again the parallelization works well at checkers, connect4, othello and pentago but does not work for blocker, breakthrough, pawn_whopping and skirmish. This table show that the parallelization works in a similar way whether the parallel algorithm is the first player or the second player. Table 5 gives the results for the Raw algorithm. The parallelization is worse for all the games than with the Sum algorithm. For some games such as connect4 Raw does not improve on a single subplayer. Even at breakthrough where refutations are difficult to find for UCT, the Raw algorithm is worse than the Sum algorithm.
We performed similar experiments with the sequential algorithm. In Table 6 the sequential algorithm plays against the same sequential algorithm with twice more time, four times more times, . . . until 16 times more time.
Comparing Table 6 with Table 4 we can observe the influence of having a single sequential UCT tree versus having parallel separate trees in the subplayers. We can see that for breakthrough having more time for the sequential version of UCT improves the results a lot while the parallelization does not improve as much. Concerning blocker, even with the sequential algorithm there is no improvement with additional time. Results at skirmish are slightly improved with the sequential algorithm while there is no improvement with the parallel algorithm. Similarly, for pawn_whopping the parallelization does not work when the sequential algorithm benefits from additional time.
Concerning checkers, the Sum algorithm works almost as well as the sequential algorithm. On the other games (con-nect4, othello and pentago) the results are worse than the sequential algorithm but are still quite beneficial.
Conclusion
We have presented four simple parallel algorithms for MCTS: Best, Sum, Sum10 and Raw. These algorithms were compared for various games of the GGP competitions. They were also compared to the sequential algorithm that uses as much time as the sum of the times of all the subplayers. Results are very good for checkers that parallelize well. They are quite good for connect4, othello and pentago yielding substantial improvements even if the behaviour is not as good as giving more time to the sequential algorithm. Parallelization does not help for breakthrough, blocker, skirmish and pawn_whopping. Overall parallelization is worthy since it improves much the results in half of the games we have tested. The best algorithms are Sum and Sum10 and their results are very close.
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